In the wake of the California Gold Rush came the discovery of gold in the Black Hills of Dakota in the 1870s that would last for over a century. The Homestake Mine was incorporated in 1877 and Lead City grew up as a famous underground mining centre, the deepest in North America. The mine flourished until 2002. A 'hands on' book on how and where to pan for gold that I picked up in a little shop by the Sacramento River in California while writing about contemporary 'diggers' spending their weekend seeking alluvial gold. Not much had changed since gold rush days. Theh (??) has infinite patience sifting and washing the shallows of the river and some showed me a little bag of gold dust. This book could only have been written by someone such as Eduard Kann, who spent his working life as a member of the Shanghai Exchange Brokers Association in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Its 500 pages are packed with every detail on the gold and silver business in China a trader could need. You want to know the early history of gold coins, the weight of Yunnan Gold Dollars, the movements of gold to and from China for 30 years, the shapes of gold bars, production province by province (not forgetting Chinese Turkistan), along with telegraphic transfer rates to London and New York and every aspect of the tael. Repeat that for silver, which he points out, "is of paramount importance to the country's foreign trade". The Chinese loved silver and China was the single great nation not to go on the gold standard, always staying with silver. Kann reports, too, on the London, New York, Indian and Hamburg silver markets and their relationship to China, not forgetting world silver production and consumption and the price back to the Middle Ages. You also get the regulations of the Shanghai Gold Stock Exchange and a glossary of banking terms. Currencies of China challenges Ernest Seyd's Bullion & Foreign Exchanges (qv) as one of the essential books on precious metals markets in the 19th and early 20th century. Eric Kelly, archivist at the Bank of England for many years, ostensibly covers less than two decades during the Napoleonic Wars when the Bank of England suspended payment in gold coin against its banknotes, but supplemented domestic coin circulation with Spanish silver dollars, which it over-countered with its own mark and by issuing its own silver 'collars' as tokens. Actually, it is an education in the history of silver coinage as he covers a broader canvas. He reminds us of the debasement of the coinage by Henry VIII in the 16th century, and leaps forward to the last great debasement in 1946 when, for Britain, the only means of repaying the United States' 88 million ounces of silver advanced during World War II under the Lend-Lease Agreement was to remove it from the coins. Henceforward, Britain had no silver coinage. Kelly also gives us the progeny of the silver dollar. It owes its name to the famous coins, the joachimsthaler, made of silver from the Saxony mine of Joachimsthal, the most productive in Europe from 1516. The coin was copied as the thaler by German mints, which became the daalder in the Netherlands, dollaro in Spain, and dollar in England. Essentially the silver dollar was the euro of its day, accepted internationally. The education in silver continues with tables of silver production and prices through the centuries, notably that 60% of world output came from the Valencia mine in Mexico in the 18th century as the crisis at the Bank of England broke in 1797. A book that tells us much more than the title suggests. Venice emerged as the centre of the bullion trade in medieval and Renaissance Europe, shaping the development of money, banking and trade throughout Europe and the Mediterranean. Professors Lane and Mueller spent a lifetime investigating how the famous golden ducat and silver groat were valued, private contracts, book-keeping and public decrees -a monumental contribution to economic history. They pieced together the development of banking, foreign exchange and the bullion trade between 1250 and 1500. They set out the detailed workings of the Assay Office, which checked all incoming gold and silver, the daily gold and silver price fixings on the Rialto, and the exacting requirements of the Mint, whose gold ducat, launched in 1285, remained weight and fineness unchanged for five hundred years. The Mint's output and charges are recorded, and the shifting relationship between its gold and silver coins (especially in the silver 'famine' of the 14th century). This book stands out as one of the most important in the history of both metals.
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Sir John Craig, Newton at the Mint, Cambridge University Press, 1946.
Sir Isaac Newton presided over the Royal Mint from 1696 until 1726, perhaps the most crucial period in its history. He was at hand for the great re-coinage of the next few years, which essentially transformed the daily currency from silver to gold. The slight over-valuing of the gold guinea, set by Newton in 1717, effectively created the gold standard, with the price unchanged for two hundred years (save for a period in the Napoleonic Wars when cash payments in gold were suspended). In a decade when gold bullion coins became the vogue as the price rose and fell, this is a handbook to the potential investor; what to buy, how and when to sell, and how to look out for fraud. Dr Ming-Hsun Li was born in China, studied at the London School of Economics, then worked for the Bank of China for many years and was managing editor of Economic Review. He also researched this detailed study of the recoinage of English currency between 1696-9, when Sir Isaac Newton was Master of the Mint. "It was," he argues, "an event of long-lasting importance in British economic history." In short, almost by accident, it changed England from a largely silver-based coinage to gold. The gold standard, that would endure for two hundred years, was born out of a slight rebalancing at the Mint of the prices offered for gold and silver in the recoinage process. This made gold more valued (and thus brought in for recoinage), while cheaper silver went abroad, mainly to India, where it was more highly priced. As Dr Li says, "By under-valuing silver, England became the first country in the world to adopt a gold standard". His own commentary is backed up by contemporary essays on the dilemma by Sir Isaac Newton himself, Sir Christopher Wren (architect rather than economist), philosopher John Locke, and Charles Davenant, the Inspector General of Exports and Imports, who had a professional eye on the nation's trade, especially the silver flows to India. All this is backed by contemporary statistics on gold and silver production, prices, gold/silver ratios and coinage costs. A comprehensive catalogue of coins with valuations, and prefaces in French, German, Italian and Spanish. The gold coins of every coin-issuing country from 600 AD to 1960, arranged alphabetically by country, from Afghanistan to Zanzibar, many with black and white photographs. This is a major reference book for the coin collector. S. L. N. Simha spent thirty-five years in the Research Department of the Reserve Bank of India specialising in the regulation of gold and silver trading on the sub-continent before writing this comprehensive account of India's love affair with silver. As he says, "I do not know of many other publications … that give so much factual data on silver over so long a period". He begins with a history of silver in ancient coinage, bimetallism, and the gold-silver ratio in Europe, America and India from the 18th century. Then he explains the decline in the silver price from 1850 and the commissions looking at its future, noting India and China remaining firm friends of the metal. The revival of silver's fortunes after World War II and India's own market and consumption are reported. Over thirty tables of statistics on production, prices in major markets, India's imports and world consumption make this book a basic source.
SILVER (CONTD)
Benjamin White, Silver, Its History and Romance, Waterlow & Sons, London, 1920 (Collector's item) Benjamin White worked in the London Silver Market from 1884 for almost forty years and he observed, "No modern writer has taken silver for his subject as to its history, mining, refining, its use for manufacture and currency and its markets". So he wrote this volume. He goes back to ancient Greek and Roman mining, then to silver mining across Europe through the Middle Ages, to the discoveries in Bolivia and Mexico in the 16th century that transformed supply. Mining in Central and South America get dedicated chapters, as do the United States and Canada. Then on to essays on assaying and refining, all forms of manufacture from melting to wire drawing, granulation and stamping, jewellery and plate. Major mints and their coin output are reported and the London Silver Market is explained (with good detail on the 'fixing', and assayers and refiners listed). Silver flows to India and China and prices are carefully logged, along with multinational stocks of gold and silver. The language is a little flowery, but as a source of information on the silver scene in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, it is invaluable.
Stephen Fay, The Great Silver Bubble, Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1982. ISBN 0-340-28370X.
Investigative journalist Stephen Fay tells "how two of the world's richest families, the Hunts of Texas and the House of Saud, tried to corner the silver market". Their efforts pushed the silver price in a matter of months from $7.50 per ounce to peak at $52.50, on the Chicago Exchange in January 1980, before a spectacular collapse back under $15 in weeks. The tale, told like a detective story with interviews with all key players in Dubai, London and New York, pieces together how this pyramid was built and promptly collapsed. The scheme was put together largely in a tiny office on a roof-top in the souk in Dubai, with Bunker Hunt on the sofa trying to woo two of Dubai's most legendary traders, who saw what Hunt was up to, and made their own plans accordingly. There had been previous attempts to corner the silver market by Indian traders in the early 20th century, but nothing on this scale. Within days, as the price slid down again, Hunt could not meet his margin calls. The strength of this account is that Stephen Fay approached the affair knowing little about silver, so had no pre-conceived ideas and turned in a detailed reporter's account. It is, without doubt, the best investigative book ever written about a single event in the history of silver -or gold. Dana Horton was a delegate of the United States to the International Monetary Conferences of 1878 and 1881 which debated the dramatic shift from a prominence of silver coinage to gold in the wake of the gold rushes after the 1850s, and the subsequent depreciation of the price of silver, while that of gold was stable as the gold standard went world …(??) Horton was a stout advocate for silver, as many in the United States sought the maintenance of bimetallism. But within a decade of this book, the United States was itself on gold. Incidentally, this is a pristine copy of the book -the pages have never been cut, so whoever bought it in 1887 did not read it. This up-to-date book by Jonathan Spall, who has spent the last 25 years living all the changes in the gold market and is now director of commodities at Barclays Capital, offers the ideal window on today's world of gold. He sets out the background of mining and refining before homing in on the key elements of gold mines and hedging, Lenders and Borrowers of Gold, Bullion Banks, Gold Exchanges, Exchange Traded Funds and Physical Gold. He advises on getting exposure to physical gold and rules for trading. He adds useful appendices with a Glossary of Terms, the properties of gold and bar weights. This is a pocket book for everyone in gold, trader or investor. In a fast-moving market Jonathan Spall, Product Manager for Precious Metals at Barclays Capital, has updated and expanded his earlier book Investing in Gold (see this bibliography) to add a major section on 'Professional Tips and Strategies for Today's Ultimate Safe Haven Investment'. He also advises on simple and complex gold trading processes, the pivotal role central banks play in the gold market, the boom in Gold Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) and explains how spot gold is traded. He also sets out why gold mining companies have traditionally hedged, and why they no longer do so. He adds useful appendices on "Rules" for Trading Gold, Frequently Asked Questions, and a Glossary of Terms. Drawing on his 25 years' experience in the precious metal market Jonathan Spall has provided a practical handbook for the world of gold today. Comprehensive academic study on gold as money and its role in the international monetary system, and as investment. Also appendices on prices, gold bonds and list of gold coins through history. Picking up from his earlier chronicle, The Gold Miners, A. P. Cartwright focuses on the first 80 years of Gold Fields of South Africa, the mining house that Cecil Rhodes and his partner, Charles Rudd, established in 1887. Their first mines, Simmer and Jack, followed by Robinson Deep Mine, marked them out as the mining house to watch (before Ernest Oppenheimer came on the scene). The momentum was maintained by the next generation when Guy Carleton Jones, the consulting engineer, backed a German prospector, Dr Rudolf Krahmann, in the early 1930s with the first use of a magnetometer in the search for deep reefs west of Johannesburg. His pinpointing of the West Wits Line set Gold Fields course for many decades. This book, commissioned by the Chamber of Mines of the Philippines, is billed as "the definitive history of mining in … a country long known as 'The Isles of Gold'". Salvador Lopez spent seven years in writing it, producing a thorough job. He starts with the mineralisation of the islands as a distinct geologic unit, which historically attracted China, Japan and, above all, Spain as a source of gold, long mined in placer and lode operations (clearly designated by maps). Annual production, mine by mine, and exports are charted from 1899-1937, with further detailed coverage of the gold mining revival of the 1970s and 80s in newly discovered gold-copper deposits. A special section is devoted to gold panning and small-scale mining which yields significant quantities. An essential book for anyone seeking to familiarise themselves with mining on the islands.
Jonathan Spall, How to Profit in
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Ouro, Governo do Estado de Minas Gerais, Metais de Minas Gerais SSSA, Belo Horizonte, Brazil, 1981 (in Portuguese).
This book, put out by the mining industry in Minas Gerais province of Brazil in 1981 in the midst of the local gold rush prompted by the high international price in 1980, is a useful introduction to gold mining in Brazil for the last three centuries. Although in Portuguese, it is readily understandable, with clear descriptions of the mining areas and mining companies. Gold output is tracked, both in the early 18th century gold rush and from 1900 to 1980, with the all-important distinction between gold mines and unofficial garimpo production. A quick way to learn the mining background of Brazil (with the benefit of wonderful colour reproduction from the early days). Swiss gold is not only in the vaults of the banks, but in mountain streams and valleys. This charming book looks at contemporary drawing of gold seekers at work as far back as the fourteenth century. They used complex sluices, washing tables and batteries remarkably like the 'diggers' of California and Australia centuries later. Jumping on the bandwagon of the high gold price of 1980, the Ministry of Mines rushed out this booklet on the history of gold mines in the country, and the potential for development. Actually most production was unofficial and serious mining was not expanded for some years. But this shows the first stirrings. This substantial work in French gives thorough coverage of the origins of gold, its mining and refining. Written in the wake of the discovery and mining of gold in South Africa and the Klondyke in the previous decade, with black and white photographs, or charts and diagrams on every page. For French readers a thorough introduction to the metal. Also benefits from a magnificent cover embossed with gold impressions of gold's locations worldwide, machinery and gold coins, and now a collector's item. This was the definitive work by Professor Egleston of New York's School of Mines, covering every technical aspect from the discovery of gold, placer mining and the separation of gold from silver, stamp mills, roasting ores, treatment of tailings and leaching processes. Detailed plans of crushing mills, such as those at Butte City, Montana, Assay Office, the cost of treatment and of labour are set out. In short, a practical handbook for setting up every procedure for recovering silver.
MINING/SWITZERLAND
L. de Launay, The World's Gold, translated by Orlando Cyprian Williams, Heinemann, London, 1908.
professor de Launay of France's École Supérieure des Mines sets out a straightforward introduction to the geology of gold, to its distribution (with tables of annual production from 1888 to 1906) and the economic uses of gold.
